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Dear Holly Clapham- Rosenow,
Seal PR seeks to be apart of Visit Houston’s team by illustrating a campaign for millennials by adding
“Jessie’s” profile to Visit Houston’s audience. Reaching millennials will bring more website traffic, awareness,
and increase tourists and visitors to Houston. Seal PR wants to help Visit Houston reach their next goal by
implementing our campaign.
Seal PR found that millennials enjoy culinary and cultural experiences. Research also shows that social media
platforms are the best ways to reach millenials by interactions, conversation and posts about trending topics.
Furthermore, 50 percent of millennials dream about their potential vacations while browsing Facebook and
Instagram. Millennials favorably purchase everyday necessities and use their spending money for staycations
and cultural experiences.
The Houston Happy campaign wants to highlight Houston’s great attributes by focusing on the culinary title and
the culture in Houston.. Surrounding Visit Houston with a culinary theme with an addition of partnering with
airbnb to gives millenials a staycation will bring awareness and attract millennials to Visit Houston. In addition,
a new development featuring website and app redesign tailored to millennials will be another key element to
help Visit Houston reach its goal. Seal PR is ready to be apart of your journey, If you have any questions or
concerns call 123-123-1234.

Sincerely,
Seal PR
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Executive Summary

The purpose of the Houston Happy campaign book is to serve as a guide and resource for all objectives,
tactics, evaluations and materials necessary to solve the current situation facing Visit Houston. The campaign is
intended for the 2019 year, but may be recycled and implemented until the situation is resolved.
Visit Houston tailored their target audience to “Lisa.” Although they reached their goal using only
“Lisa’s” profile, they want to expand their audience to reaching millennials. Visit Houston’s goal is to reach
both “Lisa” and “Jessie.”
Houston Happy found that millennials enjoy staycations in places that will give them cultural
experiences that they can share on social media platforms. Millennials are highly educated and save more for
experiences than on material things and, they are the largest market group since the baby boomers. Millennials
also enjoy online buying and spending on unique experiences.
Houston Happy’s target publics are millennials ages 21-35 within a 250 mile radius of Houston. This
target public will be called “Jessie” in this campaign. “Jessie” seeks the experience above all things. They likely
follows a few travel bloggers and is wondering where their next trip will be. While “Jessie” is on the frugal side,
they are more than willing to splurge if, in return, they gain recognition on social media. “Jessie” is college
educated (or soon to be) and believes in instant gratification. They value their money; but more importantly,
their time. They can smell a phony campaign from a mile away and want their attention to go to the most
authentic. Their estimated budget in the city of Houston can be anywhere from $1,500+ for one get away
weekend.
Houston Happy’s goal is to increase tourism in Houston from the current 21 million visitors the city had
in 2017 to 25 million visitors by the year 2025. To do this, the Houston Happy campaign will target millennials,
ages 21 to 35, who live within 250 miles from the city of Houston through innovative strategies and focusing on
extraordinary businesses.
The objectives of the Houston Happy campaign are on creating awareness and action in people under 30
by utilizing social media platforms, increasing the number of alliances and sponsorships of Houston businesses,
and redesigning Visit Houston’s digital voice and brand. To accomplish these objectives Houston Happy will
implement strategies such as redesigning Visit Houston’s website and developing a mobile application. Also,
partnering with social media influencers and creating a events such as a bar crawl are tactics that will be used in
the campaign. In order to measure these objectives, tools such as social media analytics; quantitative
measurements of events with sponsors and partners; and analytics for the website and mobile app will be used.
Key dates from timeline and budget
January 3, 2019 – Merchandise for yearly events is purchased.
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January 7, 2019 – Redesigned website and application launch.
January 23, 2019 – Houston Happy Campaign Launch
February 9, 2019 – Influencers Begin promoting campaign.
February 21, 2018 – Food Truck Festival
March 16, 2019 – Bar Crawl Begins
Seal PR has had significant growth in creative ability, group compatibility and functionality. The team is
excited for Visit Houston’s future and its decisions regarding the current situation. We would like to
recommend and stress the importance of being conscientious toward the “Jessie” target demographic and its
constantly fluctuating consumer interests. This campaign plan is meant to serve Visit Houston until 2025, the
predetermined deadline for the company’s goal. After the deadline, it is imperative that all objectives, strategies,
tactics and evaluations be re-evaluated and adjusted accordingly.
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Situation Analysis

Executive Summary
Visit Houston would like to have 25 million people visit the city by 2025, and would like these new
visitors to be millennials, age 21- 35. Reaching millennials is a major opportunity for Visit Houston, as the
demographic is the largest in the population and consumes the most as well. Targeting this audience effectively
will bring revenue into the city and traffic to Visit Houston altogether. The internal and external environments
will be characterized in the analysis to give a better understanding of where Visit Houston should position itself
as an organization in order to improve and to move forward with the consumer market.
At this time, it is difficult to know the quality of Visit Houston’s performance with their new target
demographic because this is a new campaign. However, based on how successful Visit Houston has been with
previous campaigns in targeting their Lisa demographic, it is safe to say this new campaign to reach millennials
will be successful as well. With the current budget of $100,000 Visit Houston will be able to spend their money
wisely in a robust social push; in doing this, Visit Houston will be ready to go to where their new target market
is on their level.
The external factors reflect competition between several cities including Austin, Texas; Dallas, Texas;
and San Antonio, Texas. The cities are not openly competitive, but there is competition in who can reach the
most tourists. The prized tourist demographic at the moment is millennials. Research on the target public
brought a light to many characteristics of millennials that Visit Houston can utilize in the campaign. These
characteristics include everything from millennials valuing experience over material assets to how millennials
use social media.
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Situation Analysis
This situation analysis will define internal and external factors as they pertain to the current issue facing
the Visit Houston. It will also serve as a guideline for characteristics regarding relevant publics and as a tool to
better understand the organization's capabilities.

Current Situation
Problem Statement: V
 isit Houston would like to have 25 million people visit the city by 2025, and would like
these new visitors to be millennials, age 21- 35.
Opportunity Statement: Visit Houston has the opportunity to reach millennials 21 to 35 and increase awareness
of the city through showcasing Houston’s many attributes that appeal to their target audience in order to
complete the goal of 25 million visitors by 2025.
Current Position: V
 isit Houston has successfully reached their target audience of “Lisa” and they now want to
start focusing on reaching millennials. To do this, they have created a social media team and want to start a
campaign to reach their millennials.
Direction: V
 isit Houston wants to reach 25 million visitors by 2025. To do this, they want to reach out and add
a new demographic to their target audience, millennials. The Houston Happy campaign will be directed towards
millennials and bring them in as visitors to the Houston area.
Potential Obstacles: T
 here are a few obstacles the Houston Happy campaign faces. One of the obstacles is the
platform on which to reach the target audience. Another obstacle for the campaign is finding the right voice to
reach the target audience. However, extensive research can be done in order to mediate both obstacles.

Analyzing the Situation
Visit Houston would like to have 25 million people visit the city by 2025, and they would like these new
visitors to be millennials from the age of 21 to 35. Visit Houston’s Lisa demographic, age 25-54, has been
reached well and the demographic has been consistently visiting Houston. This demographic is focused on
finances, family, shopping and accommodation. The new target audience differs from that of this demographic
because their focuses are experience, individual needs, inclusion and visual stimulation.
The situation facing Visit Houston is important because, in order to continue growing as an
organization, the needs of the fluctuating consumer landscape must continue to be met. This will generate more
revenue, publicity, and awareness for the organization and for Houston altogether.
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Background of The Situation
The millennial demographic is the most plugged-in demographic and has the highest amount of
screen-time (Summers, 2016). Fortunately, Visit Houston has the tools and platforms to reach the desired
audience already in place and established. This means that they can be adapted to better target the millennial
demographic with minimal change to the site and its social accounts.
Millennials prefer experience over accommodation, which means that they would rather Airbnb than
stay at a hotel (Hnatyshyn, 2018). Millennials also like easy travel like trains, bikes, Uber, Lyft and any other
city-based travel opportunity (Millennials and Mobility, 2018). Millennials spend their money on food and
experience, so highlighting Houston as the culinary capital is important, and highlighting unique experiences
like music festivals or the outdoors is important (Elkins, 2017). Millennials are visually stimulated which means
that all promotion needs to have a visual appeal (Main, 2017). Millennials use technology often so having a
smooth and easy to use mobile site and presence is key to bringing their traffic (BIGinsight, 2011). Millennials
appreciate inclusion and acceptance, so promoting and highlighting LGBT and the diversity Houston offers can
help (Alton, 2017).
In order to attract the millennial demographic, there needs to be a promotion of the things that
millennials want out of a city and or travel. So, partnering with organizations like Uber, Lyft and Airbnb is a
good idea. Airbnb has an affiliate program in which Visit Houston can take part in. It is called the Guest
Affiliate Program, which gives the site access to feature any Airbnb listing. Partnering with organizations that
promote diversity and inclusivity is also key to winning over this demographic. These include the Montrose
Center, Pride Houston and the National Diversity Council. The Montrose center seeks to cultivate a healthier
society marked by permanent, positive changes in attitudes and behaviors toward the LGBT communities, and
the ability of all LGBT individuals to realize their fullest potential (Mission & Vision, 2018). Pride Houston
seeks to educate the world on issues important to the LGBT community, commemorate the LGBT heritage,
celebrate the culture and strive for equality (Mission and Vision – Pride Houston, Inc., 2018). As millennials are
a progressive demographic, it is key to let them know we strive for the same ideals and this can be
accomplished by partnering with these organizations.
Consequences of Situation
This situation is on-going as it is the next step forward for businesses around the world. While the old
strategies and tactics are still hitting their target audiences, fresh new campaigns promoting inclusion,
progression and current trends that appeal to consumers which can fluctuate. The initial goal is to increase
tourism to Houston from 20 million to 25 million people by 2025. Visit Houston is directly affected by this
situation as well as the city of Houston’s economy and publics. As technological advances increase, our
opportunity to better target the consumer increases as well. Millennials are visually stimulated so being able to
provide visual aid is important, people, in general, are more likely to stay on a website if a video is playing in
the background (Main, 2017). Millennials are very concerned with political correctness and inclusion, so
avoiding suggestive language and terms is ideal when creating content for the site and will only become more
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important (Howe, 2015). The situation at hand is opportunistic for Visit Houston as it can only yield positive
results, so long as the Lisa demographic remains targeted as well.

Resolution of Situation
The quality of information related to the situation needs to be held at a high standard in order to
effectively utilize a budget. Valuable information regarding millennials and the consumer market can elevate a
campaign overnight, by shifting perception in the mind of the consumer. This information can involve, travel
behavior, spending behavior, cultural ideals and influences. The situation can be resolved in a mutualistic
fashion by executing a campaign strategy that engages millennials socially, appeals to their interests and
spending trends and allows them to create an experience for themselves. This will bring traffic to Visit
Houston’s site and money into the city. While the situation has a 6-year life expectancy, it should remain at the
utmost priority by public relations staff, communications staff, and by top management in the organization. This
campaign is key to bridging Visit Houston and the fluctuating consumer market.

External Factors
Visit Houston’s primary competition for their organization is surrounding cities like Austin, Dallas, New
Orleans, and so on. The current struggle won’t be getting people to come to Houston but instead of getting them
to go back for more of what Houston has to offer. Working on rebuilding after hurricane Harvey and working
on traffic/ the cities infrastructure and the perception of crime may be vital to getting more people coming in on
a regular basis.
External Impediments
Houston is continuously growing which is good for Visit Houston and their goal to get their target
market in, better city planning could be a powerful move to reach this goal. Visit Houston will need to walk a
fine line when marketing to their target to ensure that Lisa (previous target) doesn’t feel undervalued. While the
new goal of people under the age of 35 may not have as much money as Lisa, this will not always be the case;
so be proactive in reaching this group is pivotal.
Public Perception
Visit Houston is a prominent tourism/travel site for the city of Houston as it is the official site for
travelers and visitors to go on and learn more information about all that the city of Houston has to offer. The
Houston city government site has a direct link that takes their website visitors directly to Visit Houston for
tourism needs. The website is also highly visible through Google SEO when internet users search for anything
travel and leisure related to Houston, Texas. Visit Houston is primarily used by Houston locals and others who
reside in Texas. Most social followers are females living in the state of Texas. The website is perceived by most
users and followers as a great way to connect with local businesses and stay up-to-date with the latest
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information on what’s going on in Houston. Public and audience perception is correct and aligns with
Houstonfirst’s vision to promote Houston as a premier travel destination. The website’s reputation has remained
at a constant across the board in regards to Visit Houston’s target audience but there is an area of opportunity
amongst a younger audience of millennial Houston visitors. Statistics from OmniTrak’s TravelTrakAmerica, a
travel marketing insights company, reflect Houston has also seen a growth in tourism with records showing that
travel statistics surpassed the main goal, over 21 million people visited the Greater Houston area. This further
proves that Visit Houston is succeeding in making Houston a leader in leisure and business travel through
successful marketing campaigns and local business relationships.
Reputation
At the moment, Visit Houston hasn’t done much to showcase what it has to offer to its new target
demographic, which means that this target isn’t necessarily using Houston as a getaway destination just yet,
because they are unaware of the potential Houston has to offer. Currently, Visit Houston is perceived as being
geared more toward middle-aged women and families with a family-oriented mission. While Visit Houston
hasn’t gone into full gear with their new campaign, one can already see slight changes in how they are crafting
their voice on social media to reach a much younger market than what they were previously trying to achieve.
Visit Houston is doing a fantastic job by being proactive with this campaign, and while they are content with
Lisa, for the time being, they know that they must change if they want to keep relevant with their new target
market.
Competition
Visit Houston's goal of attracting millennials warrants competition with other major cities. However,
these cities are not actively and openly competing with one another. The major cities in competition with
Houston within a 250-mile radius are Austin, Texas; Dallas, Texas; and San Antonio, Texas. When it comes to
the performance of these cities reaching millennials, Austin comes out on top (Widner, 2016). Each city has
their own reputation and voice. For example, Austin is the live music capital of the world and can use their
reputation to pull in tourists. The resources each city has access to is roughly the same. These resources can
include access to social media, city statistics, and organizations within the respective city. Each city has
resources equivalent to one another, but they use them in different ways. Each competitor has a strong,
well-defined voice on social media, so strengthening Visit Houston's is vital. Each competitor also has unique
landmarks and activities in their city, so shining a light on Visit Houston's is worth the effort. Competition is
increasing with the rise of the millennial population and is likely to continue to get more competitive over
which city can attract the biggest population of tourists.

Austin, Texas and Millennials
●

Austin has multiple renowned festivals and Austin puts more emphasis on their nightlife to
millennials (Bass, 2015).
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●

●

Austin shines a light on their easy access to nature and outdoor activities with watering holes,
lakes, parks, etc., which is a huge draw for millennials (Bass, 2015).
Since millennials are extremely conscious over the impact on the environment, Austin puts
emphasis on sustainability and was named as one of the top 10 green cities in the U.S (5 Reasons
Why Millennials Love Austin, A Top Green City in the U.S., 2 017 ).

Dallas, Texas and Millennials
●

●

●

Dallas puts an emphasis on their nightlife and food scenes to attract millennials (Where Are
Millennials Moving To In Dallas? - Hint: It's Close To Downtown, 2018 ).
Dallas has one of the largest park systems and utilizes that to promote a healthy lifestyle, which,
in turn, attracts millennials (Sanfilippo, 2018).
Millennials tend to be attracted to socially progressive cities, so Dallas has committed itself to be
inclusive and focus on diversity (Sanfilippo, 2018).

San Antonio, Texas and Millennials
●

●

Like Dallas, San Antonio has also put a focus on diversity in their city, which attracts
millennials (KWsanantonio, 2016).
San Antonio also focuses on its large range of both parks and nightlife, which millennials tend
to enjoy in the cities they visit (What attracts millennials to certain cities?, n.d.).

Internal Factors
Visit Houston provides information on their website about coupons and discounts for travel planning;
events and places in Houston; restaurants; hotel packages; and also discounts. They also provide information
over nightlife such as clubs and breweries. Maps and locations of places in Houston are also widely available on
their site. Visit Houston offers this information to attract more consumers to their website. Currently, Visit
Houston has a focus on reaching Lisa’s audience, but want to expand into a new target audience, millennials.
Millennials happen to be a growing market that Visit Houston wants to delve into. Social media development
and attracting awareness for Visit Houston will help reach millennials while also keeping the target audience of
Lisa in their vision. Visit Houston has given our firm $100,000 budget, access to research databases, analytics
and communication strategies. Their website brings people to Houston by showing what entertaining and fun
things Houston has to offer. Website views, clicks, social media interactions, posts, likes and followers help
determine the quality of Visit Houston’s services. The company has done well reaching their current target
audience of the name Lisa. Their new objective and goal is to reach millennials (“Jessie”) to increase Visit
Houston’s quality of service and bring them more website traffic as well as visitors to the Houston area.
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Goals and Objectives
Our goal is to increase tourism in Houston from the current 21 million visitors the city had in 2017 to 25
million visitors by the year 2025 by the targeting of millennials ages 21 to 35 who live within 250 miles from
the city of Houston through a new world cuisine, food scene campaign.

Relevant Publics
Visit Houston’s key public is millennials. They are currently the most populated generation and are
increasingly becoming more important in economic growth. This includes millennials from the surrounding
area, up to 250 miles from Houston. Millennials, in this campaign, will be named “Jessie.” They are single
25-year-olds and live within a 250-mile radius of Houston (Jacoby, 2015). They have a household income of
$35,592 and they value experiences over material assets (Josephson, 2018, Elkins, 2017). They have some
college education and live a lifestyle through social media which has become a way to share their lived
experiences as a form of social currency (Smith, 2018). Visit Houston has Houston businesses and
organizations to support their goal in providing Visit Houston’s key public with places of interest. Visit
Houston also has multiple partners that can support their goal through their involvement with their overall goal
of reaching 25 million visitors by 2025. The media can also provide a way to raise awareness of Houston as a
tourist destination towards millennials. Visit Houston has many opinion leaders to influence millennials to visit
the city. This includes lifestyle influencers, millennial residents of Houston, and even government officials.
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SWOT Analysis

INTERNAL

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Strengths

Weaknesses

· Visit Houston site is functional, easy to

· Showcase the unique outdoors Houston has to

· Visit Houston’s Instagram showcases art, city
culture and businesses well.

· Twitter has a wider reach to its target audience
opposed to Instagram, however, followers on
Instagram engage with content more.

navigate, contains no dead links, promotes
inclusion, and caters to different areas of interest
like food, venues and the outdoors.

· Site includes eco-friendly travel opportunities
which are appealing to millennials.

· Budget is concrete and capable of financing a
campaign that meets company goals.

Opportunities
EXTERNAL

· Using social media and cyber analytics is an
easy/cheap way to track performance and tweak
marketing strategies based on measurable
results.
· Geographic location can bring in millennials
from smaller towns in the radius via bullet train
route.
· Rethinking twitter strategy in order to have a
conversation with the target audience, stimulate
engagement and traffic to the site.
· Showcase popular small businesses.
· Promote and partner with popular forms of
travel like Uber and Lyft.
· Consolidate brand voice across all social media
platforms to be consistent.

offer on social media and on site. Millennial
demographic is visually stimulated.

· The Twitter platform contains too many links
and does not promote engagement with the
target audience.
· Culinary Capitol title should be stressed as
millennials spend the most money on food.

Threats
· Not maintaining an engaging relationship with
the target audience via social media.
· Not encompassing what millennials are
looking for out of a travel destination.
· Keep the site fresh and updated for credibility.
· Surrounding cities such as Austin, Dallas, and
San Antonio also draw in millennials which
may decrease the likelihood of a visit to
Houston
·Problematic perceptions such as crime rate,
traffic issues and humidity.
·Not partnering with attractive services like
Airbnb and other accommodations that
millennials enjoy.
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Campaign Plan

Executive Summary

Houston Happy is a campaign geared towards millennials in every sense of the word. This campaign
plans to get millennials excited about what Houston has to offer by speaking to them on their terms and in their
natural environments. By allocating a substantial portion of the budget to building an app, redesigning the
website and employing influencers, this campaign will grab the attention of those under 35 years of age. This
campaign will need to be mindful of its voice and tone when addressing this market because they (millennials)
are skilled in the art of detecting those who wish to be disingenuous.
This campaign will sell millennials on the idea of community and happiness which is where Houston
Happy got its name. The dominant colors used in the campaign will symbolize each major Houston sporting
team while also highlighting NASA with the “a space for everyone” tagline. With Visit Houston already
making a strong push for inclusion and partnership with the LGBTQIA+ community, it won’t be hard to view
Houston as an authority when it comes to truly being inclusive for all.
Multiple objectives and strategies for the Houston Happy campaign tie back into the overall goal for
Visit Houston. The objectives touch on Visit Houston’s social media, alliances and sponsorships, the overall
culture, and technology innovation.
The campaign’s budget will span from a complete app redesign to covering a team that helps with
community relations. With a budget of $100,000, Houston Happy was able to cover all expenses and still have
some of the budget left over for miscellaneous expenses. This will be a great resource to pull from as to not go
over budget.
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Introduction
Houston Happy aims to capture the heart of the millennial community by raising awareness, engagement
and guiding consumer behavior. This will be accomplished via public outreach on social media, event planning
and interacting with the media. By 2025, Visit Houston will see tourism rise from 20 million people to 25
million people by using the strategies outlined in this campaign plan. Millennials will see Houston for its
culture, creativity and its flavor. Millennials will see Houston Happy.
Target Publics
Primary Publics:
Visit Houston’s target public is “Jessie”, single 25-year-old who lives within a 250-mile radius of
Houston. They have a household income of 35,592 with some college education. This target public focuses on
experience, individual needs, inclusion and visual stimulation. They prefer experience over accommodation
which means , easy travel is also a huge among this demographic. “Jessie” also values social media applications
with Instagram being the most used app followed by Twitter and Facebook.

Secondary Publics:
●
●
●
●
●

“Lisa” demographic within 250 miles of Houston, ages 35-54
Millennials outside of the 250-mile radius around Houston, ages 21-35
University of Houston students, faculty, and staff
Houston community
Local media
Theme

Houston Happy will showcase Houston’s creativity, culture and flavor. We will use Houston’s diversity
and culinary influence to give visitors and guests an adventurous and unique experience that only Houston can
provide. Houston Happy will highlight the city’s welcoming and inclusive nature by promoting diversity.
Moreover, Houston has the most developed flavor palette in the country, which creates unique dining
experiences. With partners and sponsors like Uber and Airbnb, visitors will be able to make their stay in the
Bayou city their own.

Key Supporting Messages
● The relationship between local businesses and tourists is what drives the heart of Houston.
Strengthening and expanding this relationship is vital for the growth of the city.
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● Houston culture exudes happiness and seeks to share that happiness with everyone, everywhere.
Happiness doesn't have borders.
● The culinary experience Houston offers goes above and beyond any expectations. It is an unforgettable
experience for anyone who visits.
● Houston takes pride in two things: innovation and creativity. With the combination of the two, Houston
transforms into an enticing and exciting city.
● Visit Houston and experience the Houston happiness that everyone raves about. Come to visit and see
Houston Happy.
Goals & Objectives
Goal
Our goal is to increase tourism in Houston from the current 21 million visitors the city had in 2017 to 25
million visitors by the year 2025. To do this, the Houston Happy campaign will target millennials, ages 21 to
35, who live within 250 miles from the city of Houston through innovative strategies and focusing on
extraordinary businesses.
Objective 1
Visit Houston seeks to create awareness in people ages 21-35 on social media platforms by increasing
millennial followers and engagement by 30 percent within a year.
Strategy 1: Work with influencers on social media in the Houston area.
Tactic 1: Partner with @bestfoodhouston as an Instagram influencer to create buzz about best
food spots in Houston and new restaurant openings. By doing this we can ensure that the best of
Houston is being showcased to reach our large target market.
Strategy 2: Utilize the 80,000 followers on Twitter and 60,000 followers on Instagram to create a
conversation about the culinary capital and the unique attractiveness Houston offers.
Tactic 1: Visit Houston interacting with their followers on Twitter about events, news, and
trending topics during high volume social media usage periods would increase awareness about
Visit Houston. Millennials like to conversate about trendy topics.
Tactic 2: Visit Houston should incorporate a social media calendar into this step to strategically
organize their social content and to reach target public while using relevant hashtags and content
to keep up with the current conversations.
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Objective 2
Visit Houston seeks to create action in people ages 21-35 to visit Houston by increasing the number of alliances
and sponsorships by 30 percent within a year.
Strategy 1: Promote and work with local Houston businesses.
Tactic 1: Promote engagement on Instagram and Twitter via scavenger hunts throughout the
city. Visitors would take a picture of themselves in front of the restaurant or food truck and
include a hashtag of Visit Houston below the photo to show that they are completing the
Instagram and Twitter scavenger hunt. Once a visitor captures 4-5 places on the scavenger hunt
then they can receive a free meal from the fifth place they visited and/or a Visit Houston shirt as
a prize.
Tactic 2: Visit Houston can offer restaurant discounts through the app in order to drive app
usage and downloads. Visit Houston can leverage this by promoting the restaurant on both the
website and the app.
Tactic 3: Create events like bar crawls with a specific theme such as a holiday or trending topic
depending on the time of year where visitors visit 3-4 bars and receive a free alcoholic beverage
and a free Visit Houston shirt after visiting the fourth bar.
Strategy 2: Partner with major lodging and rideshare sponsors/companies that can provide travelers
easy accessibility in and around the Houston area.
Tactic 1: Partner with Airbnb to offer quaint places that are within close proximity to popular
food trucks, attractions and local businesses.
Tactic 2: Partner with Uber and Lyft to guarantee a safe trip home after promoted bar crawls,
events and holidays to promote “Don’t drink and drive!”
Objective 3
Visit Houston seeks to create awareness in Houston’s culture to people ages 21-35 by increasing website hits
and app downloads by 30 percent within a year through a redesign of Visit Houston’s digital voice and brand.
Strategy 1: Redesign and add creative content to the Visit Houston site.
Tactic 1: Emphasizes the city’s culinary and LGBTQIA+ culture and all that appeals to the
millennial audience. Reinforce the “culinary capital” concept with anything that shows
credibility, reviews, awards, endorsements, etc.
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Tactic 2: The website will be reorganized to display a separate Houston Happy tab. This page
will showcase daily activities in Houston that millennials would be interested in as well as
nightlife activities.
Tactic 3: Redesign website to focus more on visuals and change the activities shown based on
the current date and time of day in Houston.
Strategy 2: Redesign Visit Houston’s mobile app to make it user-friendly, accessible and interactive.
Tactic 1: App functions as a hub for local business coupons. When a visitor scans their personal
barcode given by the app at the business they are visiting, they collect a portion of that
businesses personalized sticker/badge. With each scan, a small discount is given (under the
business’s discretion). When the sticker is completed, a large discount/prize is given (under the
business’s discretion).
Tactic 2: The uber functionality will add a map that focuses on Houston Happy businesses that
way the user can automatically request a ride to one of those locations from the app.
Strategy 3: Focusing on gamification with this group will be significant being that it has been proven to
yield success.
Tactic 1: The plan is to achieve this goal with a badging/sticker system to allow the user to
collect small rewards for visiting the places we plan to showcase at any given time leading to a
more substantial reward once the small rewards have been achieved.
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Evaluation
Objective 1:
Visit Houston seeks to create awareness in people under 30 on social media platforms by increasing
millennial followers and engagement by 30 percent within a year.
● Social media analytics on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook
○ Likes
○ Shares
○ Comments
○ View count
○ Mentions
○ Hashtags use
● Going to where the conversation is and interacting with followers to build rapport with the cyber
audience and community.
● Activity on event pages such as a bar crawl or scavenger hunt
○ RSVPs
○ Mentions
○ Hashtag use
Objective 2:
Visit Houston seeks to create action in people under 30 to visit Houston by increasing the number of
alliances and sponsorships with said businesses by 30 percent within a year.
● Number of businesses partnered with
19

●
●
●
●

Number of sponsors
Number of activities/collaborations done with partners/sponsors
Quantitative measurement via RSVPs and physical headcounts
Qualitative analysis via optional exit surveys promoted through site and app with light incentives for
completion

Objective 3:
Visit Houston seeks to create awareness in Houston’s culinary culture to people under 30 by increasing
website hits and app downloads by 30 percent within a year through a redesign of Visit Houston’s digital
voice and brand.
● Website analytics
○ Number of visits
○ Time duration
○ Bounce rate
○ Conversions
● App analytics
○ Downloads
○ Ratings
○ Usage
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Timeline
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Budget
Expenditure

Cost

Balance

Notes

$1000,000.00
App Redesign

-$20,000.00

$80,000.00

Include QR scanner,
interactive map that
offers uber to select
destinations.

Website Redesign

-$5,000*

$75,00.00

Creating a tab that
reflects the campaign and
it
*If out of house

Merchandise

-$5,000

$70,000.00

To give away as prizes,
team shirts, etc.

Flyers

-$1,000

$69,000.00

To put inside businesses
& around Houston

Community Relations
Specialist

-$48,000

$21,000.00

Create and keep relations
with businesses. Utilize
graduates from U of H as
interns.

Influencer Expenses

-$5,000

$16,000.00

Utilize 3
micro-influencers.

Miscellaneous

TBD

$16,000.00

Leaving a remaining
amount in the budget will
allow for wiggle room if
an unseen cost arises.
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Conclusion
As it stands, Visit Houston is not targeting millennials and therefore is not receiving their traffic and
engagement. Understanding how Millennials think, what they want to spend their money on and what they look
for in a destination is key to solving this issue. Millennials are digital, so focusing on outreach via social media
will bridge the brand with the target audience. These social platforms will need to be interactive, stir action and
create awareness. This is Houston Happy’s digital aim. Moreover, the website could use a minor expansion to
include a tab for the campaign itself. The app should be overhauled and utilized to promote local business and
offer discounts and promotions that attract the target audience. Millennials prefer experience over
accommodation. So, partnerships with businesses that can give that to the target audience are essential, i.e.
Airbnb and Uber. Being that Houston is the “Culinary Capital” of Texas, it is imperative that this is promoted as
well, as millennials spend the majority of their income on food and dining. All strategies and goals considered,
implementation of Houston Happy will ensure growth and longevity for Visit Houston.
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Appendix A - Objective 1

Social Media Strategy
In order for Houston Happy to gain traction, Visit Houston can post tiny bits of information on social
media platforms to promote the campaign that also benefits the target audience without asking them for
anything in return. However, every once in a while, heavier content can be used to be a call to action, asking the
target audience for something in return. It’s important to have both in order to create a balance.
Best practices per platform:
Facebook:
A place for friends and family is always a good place to showcase your call to action content. With the right
content and emotional drawl, one can encourage anyone to do their bidding. While Facebook is mostly aimed
toward the “Lisa’s” of the world, this platform is still one of the highest rated apps amongst our new target.
Twitter:
This is a place for light content, so jabs are king. Twitter is also the place where one should be highly engaged
with their customers and willing to speak to their main points or simply thank them for being loyal customers.
Twitter is where customers are frequent for validation from companies.
Instagram:
A place for all things visual and where a majority of the target market spends their time. Like Twitter,
Instagram is a place where customers go for validation while also wanting the chance to be taken away by the
photos and copy used to describe what Visit Houston wants to convey.
Pinterest:
Like Instagram, this is a place for things are visually appealing; this is also a place for inspiration and planning.
Visit Houston can use this platform to showcase the best parts of Houston for those who like to plan their trips
as well as having a section for those who are a bit more on the spontaneous side. This platform, if used correctly
can reach both Lisa and our new target without the fear of leaving anyone behind.

Best ways to get exposure and engagement:
Having visual content is extremely important on social media because visual content is more than 40
times more likely to get shared on social media than any other type of content (Mawhinney, 2018). However,
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“visual” content does not mean strictly pictures. Research shows that 80% of people would rather watch a live
video on social media rather than read a text post (Omi, 2017). Following in the footsteps of live content is
ephemeral content or content that is short-lived such as posting on Instagram stories. Ephemeral content creates
high engagement and strengthens authenticity between the users and the brand (Omi, 2017).
Social media is almost entirely mobile-driven with 94% of Facebook users using the app on mobile.
This trend continues with Twitter and especially Instagram which has integrated their platform to be almost
completely mobile-based (Lua, 2018). This information means that prioritizing mobile and making content
specifically for mobile is necessary to reach the target audience for Visit Houston.
Time periods to post specific content on social media depends on the platform, the specific social media
accounts analytics, and the target audience. The best way to determine this is to look at each platform’s
analytics for Visit Houston and find the time when the majority of the target audience is online. This is the best
time to post. However, each social media site has periods of high engagement that can also be used to determine
the best times to post.
Time Periods of Highest Engagement
● Statistics show the best time to post on Facebook is around 12-2 pm. (York, 2018)
● Statistics show the best time to post on Twitter is around 9-10 am (York, 2018)
● Statistics show the best time to post on Instagram is around 5 am, 11 am, & 3-4pm (York, 2018)
When it comes to social media analytics, the best information to focus on has to do with engagement.
This includes how many shares, comments and likes a social media post received. However, the biggest priority
should be shares and comments because this shows that a conversation is being started with the target audience
and the audience is willing to share the content with others.
In other words, starting a conversation with the target audience is necessary in order to create
engagement and to have a better outreach on social media.

Top demographics using each platform:
Millennials ages 18-29 use Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter more than any other demographic (Statista
2018; York, 2018). When it comes to daily use this age group uses Instagram the most daily at 81% with
Facebook falling closely behind at 72%. Twitter usage daily for this age group is 57% (Smith & Anderson,
2018).
With this information, it is clear that the focus should be primarily on Instagram when it comes to social
media posts. However, Twitter and Facebook should also be prioritized over all other social media because they
are still in the top 3 most used by the 18-29 demographic.
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Creative ways to use each platform:
Facebook:
Because of Facebook's algorithm, only about 8 percent of your followers are exposed to your content at a time
(Nevue, 2017). Thankfully, the algorithm favors video in any form, especially live-video. Short clips that
involve Houston’s history, small businesses and unique culture will prompt millennials on Facebook to engage
and follow. Moreover, creating event pages and using visual elements to make them enticing is also going to
work to Visit Houston’s advantage.
Instagram:
Instagram is all about visual appeal and capturing an experience. Instagram Stories and Instagram Live both
offer a great opportunity for Visit Houston to show an authentic side of their brand through limited and
unfiltered content. This is a perfect tool because their target audience, millennials, happen to be attracted to
authenticity (Moore, 2016).
Twitter:
Twitter is all about having a conversation, so it is important to respond to any and all conversation even if Visit
Houston has not started it. One creative way the platform can be used that distinguishes it from facebook media
is the hashtag. So, creating new and catchy hashtags can give Visit Houston some traction and engagement.
Another good way to connect with the visually stimulated millennial is to use GIFs, memes and short videos.
The idea is to relate to our audience as much as possible.
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Calendar
https://teamup.com/ks1m2y7d3iu4g7dgvm
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Creative Content

This post would be a call to
action. It is meant to encourage
the millennial demographic to
interact with the site and to go
and support local breweries. This
directly ties into utilizing the
community and local businesses
to stimulate millennial traffic and
engagement.

This post does not ask the viewer to do perform
an action, but rather to note Houston’s status in
the culinary world. This status can be used to
Visit Houston’s advantage because millennials
spend most of their money on food and dining.
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Appendix B - Objective 2

Mock Press Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 20, 2018

Contact: Tawana Barksdale

Agency: Visit Houston

Telephone: 979-574-4489

George Clooney Signs Deal with Visit Houston After Making $100,000 Immigration Donation

(HOUSTON)— Visit Houston a Houston- based company that brings the power of travel and community at a
low price point together into one cohesive package has added the Clooney Foundation for Justice as a client. Vi
sit Houston will run an awareness campaign given the current border crisis to increase consumer awareness and
donations to the Clooney Foundation for Justice.

The Clooney Foundation for Justice offers four areas of passion for combating hate, empowering a generation,
trial watch and refugee resettlement. All of which Visit Houston plans to expound upon, starting with refugee
resettlement regarding the separation of parents from their children at our border.
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“After making our considerable donation of $100,000 to the Young Center for Immigrant Children’s Rights, we
knew we wanted to do more and realized that Visit Houston would be the best fit being that their mission
matches closely to our own.” Said George Clooney when asked what was next for his foundation.

The Clooney Foundation for Justice joins a growing client roster at Visit Houston including HomeAway ,Hotel
ZaZa, and Lyft.

Signing the Clooney Foundation for Justice as a new client will aid in the following: bring awareness to this
tragic crisis, reunite children with their parents or next of kin, and work with lawmakers to ensure we never run
into this human rights violation again.

For more information on the Clooney Foundation for Justice or to donate, please go to their website:
https://cfj.org.

###
Media Contacts
Houston First
Carolyn Campbell, carolyn.cambell@houstonfirst.com, 713.853.8273
Dancie Perugini Ware Public Relations
Laura Jones, ljones@dpwpr.com, 713.224.9115
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Creative Content
Houston Happy T-shirt

Houston Happy Koozie
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Houston Happy Hat

Houston Happy Business Flyers
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Appendix C - Objective 3

Creative Content

Houston Happy App Coupon/Gamification System
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Houston Happy Website Add-On
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